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Preface

College Physics is written for a one-year course in introductory physics usually taken 
by students majoring in biology, the health professions, or other disciplines, 
including environmental, earth, and social sciences, and technical fields such as 
architecture. The mathematical techniques used in this book include algebra, 
geometry, and trigonometry, but not calculus. Drawing on positive feedback from 
users of the tenth edition, analytics gathered from both professors and students, 
as well as reviewers’ suggestions, we have refined the text to better meet the needs 
of students and teachers. In addition, the text’s content is now available on the 
WebAssign online learning platform.

This textbook, which covers the standard topics in classical physics and 
 twentieth-century physics, is divided into six parts. Part 1 (Topics 1–9) deals with 
Newtonian mechanics and the physics of fluids; Part 2 (Topics 10–12) is concerned 
with heat and thermodynamics; Part 3 (Topics 13 and 14) covers wave motion and 
sound; Part 4 (Topics 15–21) develops the concepts of electricity and magnetism; 
Part 5 (Topics 22–25) treats the properties of light and the field of geometric and 
wave optics; and Part 6 (Topics 26–30) provides an introduction to special relativ-
ity, quantum physics, atomic physics, and nuclear physics.

Objectives
The main objectives of this introductory textbook are twofold: to provide the 
student with a clear and logical presentation of the basic concepts and principles 
of physics and to strengthen their understanding of them through a broad range 
of interesting, real-world applications. To meet those objectives, we have empha-
sized sound physical arguments and problem-solving methodology. At the same 
time we have attempted to motivate the student through practical examples that 
demonstrate the role of physics in other disciplines. Finally, with the text available 
on the WebAssign learning platform, we provide a proven online homework solu-
tion that keeps students on track for success.

Changes to the Eleventh Edition
The text has been carefully edited to improve clarity of presentation and precision 
of language. We hope that the result is a book both accurate and enjoyable to read. 
Although the overall content and organization of the textbook are similar to the 
tenth edition, numerous changes and improvements have been made in preparing 
the eleventh edition. Some of the new features are based on our experiences and 
on current trends in science education. Other changes have been incorporated in 
response to comments and suggestions offered by users of the tenth edition. The 
features listed here represent the major changes made for the eleventh edition.

Organization by topics
Our preparatory research for this edition showed that successful students don’t just 
read physics, they engage with physics. As we created a variety of media, just-in-time-
help, and other material to support our activity-based pedagogy, it became clear 
we were building learning paths and designing assessments around specific topics, 
guided by the fundamental learning objectives of those topics. Consequently, we 
switched from “chapters” to “topics” to emphasize the textbook’s new place as part 
of an active, fully-integrated learning experience.

Vector rearrangement
The topic of vectors has been moved to Topic 1 with other preliminary material. 
This rearrangement allows students to get comfortable with vectors and how they 
are used in physics well before they’re needed for solving problems.
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x Preface

revision of topic 4 (Newton’s Law of Motion) 
A revision to the discussion of Newton’s laws of motion will ease students’ entry 
into this difficult topic and increase their success. Here, the common contact 
forces are introduced early, including the normal force, the kinetic friction force, 
tension forces, and the static friction force. After finishing these new sections, stu-
dents will already know how to calculate these forces in the most common con-
texts. Then, when encountering applications, they will suddenly find that many 
difficult, two-dimensional problems will reduce to one dimension, because the 
second dimension simply gives the normal and friction forces that they already 
understand.

the System approach Extended to rotating Systems
The most difficult problems in first-year physics are those involving both the 
second law of motion and the second law of motion for rotation. Following an 
insight by one of the authors (Vuille) while teaching an introductory class, it turns 
out that these problems, involving up to four equations and four unknowns, can 
often be easily solved with one equation and one unknown! Vuille has put this 
technique in Topic 8 (Rotational Equilibrium and Dynamics). Not found in any 
other first-year textbook, this technique greatly reduces the learning curve in that 
topic by turning the hardest problem type into one of the easiest.

New Conceptual Questions 
One hundred and twenty-five of the conceptual questions in the text (25% of the 
total amount) are new to this edition; they have been developed to be more sys-
tematic and clicker-friendly.

New End-of-topic Problems 
Hundreds of new problems have been developed for this edition, taking into 
account statistics on problem usage by past users.

textbook Features
Most instructors would agree that the textbook assigned in a course should be the 
student’s primary guide for understanding and learning the subject matter. Further, 
the textbook should be easily accessible and written in a style that facilitates instruc-
tion and learning. With that in mind, we have included the following pedagogical 
features to enhance the textbook’s usefulness to both students and instructors. 

Examples Each example constitutes a complete learning experience, with a 
strategy statement, a side-by-side solution and commentary, conceptual training, 
and an exercise. Every effort has been made to ensure the collection of exam-
ples, as a whole, is comprehensive in covering all the physical concepts, physics 
problem types, and required mathematical techniques. The examples are in a 
two-column format for a pedagogic purpose: students can study the example, 
then cover up the right column and attempt to solve the problem using the cues 
in the left column. Once successful in that exercise, the student can cover up 
both solution columns and attempt to solve the problem using only the strategy 
statement, and finally just the problem statement. The Question at the end of 
the example usually requires a conceptual response or determination, but they 
also include estimates requiring knowledge of the relationships between con-
cepts. The answers for the Questions can be found at the back of the book. On 
the next page is an in-text worked example, with an explanation of each of the 
example’s main parts.

artwork  Every piece of artwork in the eleventh edition is in a modern style that 
helps express the physics principles at work in a clear and precise fashion. Every 
piece of art is also drawn to make certain that the physical situations presented 
correspond exactly to the text discussion at hand.
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Preface xi

Guidance labels are included with many figures in the text; these point out 
important features of the figure and guide students through figures without hav-
ing to go back and forth from the figure legend to the figure itself. This format 
also helps those students who are visual learners. An example of this kind of figure 
appears at the bottom of this page. 

Figure 3.5
The parabolic trajectory of a particle 
that leaves the origin with a velocity 
of vS0. Note that vS changes with time. 
However, the x -component of the 
velocity, vx, remains constant in time, 
equal to its initial velocity, v0x. Also, 
vy 5 0 at the peak of the trajectory, 
but the acceleration is always equal 
to the free-fall acceleration and acts 
vertically downward.
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Quick Quiz

13.7  A simple pendulum is suspended from the ceiling of a stationary elevator, 
and the period is measured. If the elevator moves with constant velocity, does the 
period (a) increase, (b) decrease, or (c) remain the same? If the elevator accelerates 
upward, does the period (a) increase, (b) decrease, or (c) remain the same?

13.8  A pendulum clock depends on the period of a pendulum to keep correct time. 
Suppose a pendulum clock is keeping correct time and then Dennis the Menace 
slides the bob of the pendulum downward on the oscillating rod. Does the clock run 
(a) slow, (b) fast, or (c) correctly?

13.9  The period of a simple pendulum is measured to be T on the Earth. If the same 
pendulum were set in motion on the Moon, would its period be (a) less than T,  
(b) greater than T, or (c) equal to T ?

�A 0 A
x

max

max

maxθ

θ

θ

θ

x

vmax
S

vmax
S

amax
S

aS

aS

amax
S
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a

e

f

b

c

d

Figure 13.16 Simple harmonic 
motion for an object – spring system, 
and its analogy, the motion of a 
simple pendulum.

EXAMPLE 13.7 MEASuring tHE VALuE oF g

GOAL  Determine g  from pendulum motion.

PROBLEM  Using a small pendulum of length 0.171 m, a geophysicist counts 72.0 complete swings in a time of 60.0 s. What is 
the value of g  in this location?

(Continued)
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STRATEGY  First calculate the period of the pendulum by dividing the total time by the number of complete swings. Solve Equa-
tion 13.15 for g  and substitute values.

SOLUTION

Calculate the period by dividing the total elapsed time by 
the number of complete oscillations:

T 5
time

# of oscillations
5

60.0 s
72.0

5 0.833 s

Solve Equation 13.15 for g and substitute values: T 5 2p Å
L
g

S T 2 5 4p2 
L
g

g 5
4p2L
T 2 5

139.5 2 10.171 m 2
10.833 s 22 5  9.73 m/s2

REMARKS  Measuring such a vibration is a good way of determining the local value of the acceleration of gravity.

QUESTION 13.7  True or False: A simple pendulum of length 0.50 m has a larger frequency of vibration than a simple pendu-
lum of length 1.0 m.

EXERCISE 13.7  What would be the period of the 0.171 - m pendulum on the Moon, where the acceleration of gravity is 1.62 m/s2?

ANSWER  2.04 s

13.5.1 the Physical Pendulum
The simple pendulum discussed thus far consists of a mass attached to a string. A 
pendulum, however, can be made from an object of any shape. The general case is 
called the physical pendulum.

In Figure 13.17 a rigid object is pivoted at point O, which is a distance L from the 
object’s center of mass. The center of mass oscillates along a circular arc, just like 
the simple pendulum. The period of a physical pendulum is given by

 T 5 2p Å
I

mgL
 [13.16]

where I is the object’s moment of inertia and m is the object’s mass. As a check, 
notice that in the special case of a simple pendulum with an arm of length L and 
negligible mass, the moment of inertia is I 5 mL2. Substituting into Equation 13.16 
results in

T 5 2p Å
mL2

mgL
5 2p Å

L
g

which is the correct period for a simple pendulum.

13.6 Damped Oscillations
The vibrating motions we have discussed so far have taken place in ideal systems 
that oscillate indefinitely under the action of a linear restoring force. In all real 
mechanical systems, forces of friction retard the motion, so the systems don’t oscil-
late indefinitely. The friction reduces the mechanical energy of the system as time 
passes, and the motion is said to be damped.

Shock absorbers in automobiles (Fig. 13.18) are one practical application of 
damped motion. A shock absorber consists of a piston moving through a liquid 
such as oil. The upper part of the shock absorber is firmly attached to the body of 
the car. When the car travels over a bump in the road, holes in the piston allow it to 
move up and down through the fluid in a damped fashion.

APPLICATION
Shock Absorbers

Pivot O

L

L sin u
CM

m g

u

S

Figure 13.17  A physical pendulum 
pivoted at O.
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The Goal describes the physical 
concepts being explored within 
the worked example.

The Strategy section helps students 
analyze the problem and create a 
framework for working out the solution.

The Problem 
statement presents 
the problem itself.

The Solution section uses a two-
column format that gives the 
explanation for each step of the 
solution in the left-hand column, 
while giving each accompanying 
mathematical step in the right-
hand column. This layout 
facilitates matching the idea with 
its execution and helps students 
learn how to organize their work. 
Another benefit: students can easily 
use this format as a training tool, 
covering up the solution on the 
right and solving the problem using 
the comments on the left as a guide.

Remarks follow each Solution 
and highlight some of the 
underlying concepts and 
methodology used in arriving 
at a correct solution. In 
addition, the remarks are 
often used to put the problem 
into a larger, real-world 
context.

Question Each worked example 
features a conceptual question that 
promotes student understanding of 
the underlying concepts contained 
in the example.

Exercise/Answer Every Question is followed immediately by an 
exercise with an answer. These exercises allow students to reinforce 
their understanding by working a similar or related problem, with 
the answers giving them instant feedback. At the option of the 
instructor, the exercises can also be assigned as homework. Students 
who work through these exercises on a regular basis will find the 
end-of-topic problems less intimidating.
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xii Preface

Conceptual Questions  At the end of each topic are approximately fifteen con-
ceptual questions. The Applying Physics examples presented in the text serve as 
models for students when conceptual questions are assigned and show how the 
concepts can be applied to understanding the physical world. The conceptual 
questions provide the student with a means of self-testing the concepts presented 
in the topic. Some conceptual questions are appropriate for initiating classroom 
discussions. Answers to odd-numbered conceptual questions are included in the 
Answers section at the end of the book. Answers to even-numbered questions are 
in the Instructor’s Solutions Manual.

Problems  All questions and problems for this revision were carefully reviewed to 
improve their variety, interest, and pedagogical value while maintaining their clar-
ity and quality. An extensive set of problems is included at the end of each topic 
(in all, more than 2,100 problems are provided in the eleventh edition). Answers 
to odd-numbered problems are given at the end of the book. For the convenience 
of both the student and instructor, about two-thirds of the problems are keyed to 
specific sections of the topic. The remaining problems, labeled “Additional Prob-
lems,” are not keyed to specific sections. The three levels of problems are graded 
according to their difficulty. Straightforward problems are numbered in black, 
intermediate level problems are numbered in blue, and the most challenging 
problems are numbered in red. 

There are several other types of problems we think instructors and students will 
find interesting as they work through the text; these are indicated in the problems 
set by the following icons:

■■  Biomedical problems deal with applications to the life sciences and 
medicine.

■■  Symbolic problems require the student to obtain an answer in terms of 
symbols. In general, some guidance is built into the problem statement. The 
goal is to better train the student to deal with mathematics at a level appropri-
ate to this course. Most students at this level are uncomfortable with symbolic 
equations, which is unfortunate because symbolic equations are the most 
efficient vehicle for presenting relationships between physics concepts. Once 
students understand the physical concepts, their ability to solve problems is 
greatly enhanced. As soon as the numbers are substituted into an equation, 
however, all the concepts and their relationships to one another are lost, 
melded together in the student’s calculator. Symbolic problems train the 
student to postpone substitution of values, facilitating their ability to think 
 conceptually using the equations. An example of a symbolic problem is pro-
vided here:
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PrObLemS

See the Preface for an explanation of the icons used in this problems set.

4.1 Forces

4.2 the Laws of Motion
1. The heaviest invertebrate is the giant squid, which is estimated 

to have a weight of about 2 tons spread out over its length of 
70 feet. What is its weight in newtons?

2. A football punter accelerates a football from rest to a speed of 
10 m/s during the time in which his toe is in contact with the 
ball (about 0.20 s). If the football has a mass of 0.50 kg, what 
average force does the punter exert on the ball?

3. A 6.0-kg object undergoes an acceleration of 2.0 m/s2.  
(a) What is the magnitude of the resultant force acting on it? 
(b) If this same force is applied to a 4.0-kg object, what accel-
eration is produced?

4.  One or more external forces are exerted on each object 
enclosed in a dashed box shown in Figure 4.2. Identify the 
reaction to each of these forces.

5. A bag of sugar weighs 5.00 lb on Earth. What would it weigh in 
newtons on the Moon, where the free-fall acceleration is one-
sixth that on Earth? Repeat for Jupiter, where g is 2.64 times 
that on Earth. Find the mass of the bag of sugar in kilograms 
at each of the three locations.

6. A freight train has a mass of 1.5 3 107 kg. If the locomotive 
can exert a constant pull of 7.5 3 105 N, how long does it take 
to increase the speed of the train from rest to 80 km/h?

7. Four forces act on an object, given by A
S

5 40.0 N east, B
S

5 50.0 
north, C

S

5 70.0 N west, and D
S

5 90.0 N south. (a) What is the 
magnitude of the net force on the object? (b) What is the direc-
tion of the force?

8.  Consider a solid metal sphere (S) a few centimeters in 
diameter and a feather (F). For each quantity in the list that 
follows, indicate whether the quantity is the same, greater, or 
lesser in the case of S or in that of F. Explain in each case why 
you gave the answer you did. Here is the list: (a) the gravita-
tional force, (b) the time it will take to fall a given distance in 
air, (c) the time it will take to fall a given distance in vacuum, 
(d) the total force on the object when falling in vacuum.

9.  As a fish jumps vertically out of the water, assume that 
only two significant forces act on it: an upward force F exerted 
by the tail fin and the downward force due to gravity. A record 
Chinook salmon has a length of 1.50 m and a mass of 61.0 kg. 
If this fish is moving upward at 3.00 m/s as its head first breaks 
the surface and has an upward speed of 6.00 m/s after two-
thirds of its length has left the surface, assume constant accel-
eration and determine (a) the salmon’s acceleration and (b) 
the magnitude of the force F during this interval.

10. V  A 5.0-g bullet leaves the muzzle of a rifle with a speed of 
320 m/s. What force (assumed constant) is exerted on the 
bullet while it is traveling down the 0.82-m-long barrel of the 
rifle?

11. A boat moves through the water with two forces acting on it. 
One is a 2.00 3 103-N forward push by the water on the pro-
peller, and the other is a 1.80 3 103-N resistive force due to 
the water around the bow. (a) What is the acceleration of the 

1.00 3 103-kg boat? (b) If it 
starts from rest, how far will 
the boat move in 10.0 s?  
(c) What will its velocity be 
at the end of that time?

12. Two forces are applied to a 
car in an effort to move it, 
as shown in Figure P4.12. 
(a) What is the resultant 
vector of these two forces? 
(b) If the car has a mass 
of 3 000 kg, what accelera-
tion does it have? Ignore 
friction.

13. A 970.-kg car starts from rest on a horizontal roadway and 
accelerates eastward for 5.00 s when it reaches a speed of 25.0 
m/s. What is the average force exerted on the car during this 
time?

14.  An object of mass m is dropped from the roof of a build-
ing of height h. While the object is falling, a wind blow-
ing parallel to the face of the building exerts a constant 
horizontal force F on the object. (a) How long does it take 
the object to strike the ground? Express the time t in terms 
of g and h. (b) Find an expression in terms of m and F for 
the acceleration ax of the object in the horizontal direction 
(taken as the positive x   -   direction). (c) How far is the object  
displaced horizontally before hitting the ground? Answer in 
terms of m, g, F, and h. (d) Find the magnitude of the object’s 
acceleration while it is falling, using the variables F, m, and g.

15. After falling from rest from a height of 30.0 m, a 0.500-kg  
ball rebounds upward, reaching a height of 20.0 m. If the con-
tact between ball and ground lasted 2.00 ms, what average force 
was exerted on the ball?

16. T  The force exerted by the wind on the sails of a sailboat is 
390 N north. The water exerts a force of 180 N east. If the boat 
(including its crew) has a mass of 270 kg, what are the magni-
tude and direction of its acceleration?

17. A force of 30.0 N is applied in the positive x   -  direction to a 
block of mass 8.00 kg, at rest on a frictionless surface. (a) What 
is the block’s acceleration? (b) How fast is it going after 6.00 s? 

18. What would be the acceleration of gravity at the surface of a 
world with twice Earth’s mass and twice its radius? 

4.3 the Normal and kinetic Friction Forces
19. Calculate the magnitude of the normal force on a 15.0-kg 

block in the following circumstances: (a) The block is resting 
on a level surface. (b) The block is resting on a surface tilted 
up at a 30.0° angle with respect to the horizontal. (c) The 
block is resting on the floor of an elevator that is accelerating 
upwards at 3.00 m/s2. (d) The block is on a level surface and 
a force of 125 N is exerted on it at an angle of 30.0° above the 
horizontal.

20. A horizontal force of 95.0 N is applied to a 60.0-kg crate on a 
rough, level surface. If the crate accelerates at 1.20 m/s2, what is 
the magnitude of the force of kinetic friction acting on the crate?

Figure P4.12

10�

30�
400 N450 N
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■■  Quantitative/conceptual problems encourage the student to think 
conceptually about a given physics problem rather than rely solely on com-
putational skills. Research in physics education suggests that standard phys-
ics problems requiring calculations may not be entirely adequate in training 
students to think conceptually. Students learn to substitute numbers for 
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Preface xiii

symbols in the equations without fully understanding what they are doing or 
what the symbols mean. Quantitative/conceptual problems combat this ten-
dency by asking for answers that require something other than a number or 
a calculation. An example of a quantitative/conceptual problem is provided 
here:
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velocity is decreased. (c) The velocity is unchanged. (d) The 
speed is unchanged. (e) More information is needed.

20. A car accelerates uniformly from rest. Ignoring air friction, 
when does the car require the greatest power? (a) When the 
car first accelerates from rest, (b) just as the car reaches its 
maximum speed, (c) when the car reaches half its maximum 
speed. (d) The question is misleading because the power 
required is constant. (e) More information is needed.

17. If the speed of a particle is doubled, what happens to its 
kinetic energy? (a) It becomes four times larger. (b) It 
becomes two times larger. (c) It becomes "2 times larger. (d) 
It is unchanged. (e) It becomes half as large.

18. A certain truck has twice the mass of a car. Both are moving at 
the same speed. If the kinetic energy of the truck is K, what is the 
kinetic energy of the car? (a) K/4 (b) K/2 (c) 0.71K (d) K (e) 2K

19. If the net work done on a particle is zero, which of the follow-
ing statements must be true? (a) The velocity is zero. (b) The 

PROBLEMS

See the Preface for an explanation of the icons used in this problems set.

5.1 Work

1. A weight lifter lifts a 350-N set of weights from ground level 
to a position over his head, a vertical distance of 2.00 m. How 
much work does the weight lifter do, assuming he moves the 
weights at constant speed?

2. V  In 1990 Walter Arfeuille of Belgium lifted a 281.5 - kg 
object through a distance of 17.1 cm using only his teeth. 
(a) How much work did Arfeuille do on the object? (b) What 
magnitude force did he exert on the object during the lift, 
assuming the force was constant?

3. A cable exerts a constant upward tension of magnitude  
1.25 3 104 N on a 1.00 3 103-kg elevator as it rises through a 
vertical distance of 2.00 m. (a) Find the work done by the ten-
sion force on the elevator. (b) Find the work done by the force 
of gravity on the elevator.

4.  A shopper in a supermarket pushes a cart with a force of 
35 N directed at an angle of 25° below the horizontal. The force 
is just sufficient to overcome various frictional forces, so the cart 
moves at constant speed. (a) Find the work done by the shop-
per as she moves down a 50.0 - m length aisle. (b) What is the net 
work done on the cart? Why? (c) The shopper goes down the 
next aisle, pushing horizontally and maintaining the same speed 
as before. If the work done by frictional forces doesn’t change, 
would the shopper’s applied force be larger, smaller, or the 
same? What about the work done on the cart by the shopper?

5.  Starting from rest, a 5.00 - kg block slides 2.50 m down 
a rough 30.0° incline. The coefficient of kinetic friction 
between the block and the incline is mk 5 0.436. Determine 
(a) the work done by the force of gravity, (b) the work done by 
the friction force between block and incline, and (c) the work 
done by the normal force. (d) Qualitatively, how would the 
answers change if a shorter ramp at a steeper angle were used 
to span the same vertical height?

6. A horizontal force of 150 N is used to push a 40.0 - kg packing 
crate a distance of 6.00 m on a rough horizontal surface. If the 
crate moves at constant speed, find (a) the work done by the 
150 - N force and (b) the coefficient of kinetic friction between 
the crate and surface.

7. A tension force of 175 N inclined at 20.0° above the horizontal 
is used to pull a 40.0 - kg packing crate a distance of 6.00 m on 
a rough surface. If the crate moves at a constant speed, find 
(a) the work done by the tension force and (b) the coefficient 
of kinetic friction between the crate and surface.

8. T  A block of mass m 5 
2.50 kg is pushed a distance  
d 5 2.20 m along a frictionless 
horizontal table by a constant 
applied force of magnitude  
F 5 16.0 N directed at an angle  
u 5 25.0° below the horizon-
tal as shown in Figure P5.8. 
Determine the work done by (a) the applied force, (b) the 
normal force exerted by the table, (c) the force of gravity, and 
(d) the net force on the block.

5.2 kinetic Energy and the Work–Energy Theorem

9. A mechanic pushes a 2.50 3 103- kg car from rest to a speed of v, 
doing 5.00 3 103 J of work in the process. During this time, the 
car moves 25.0 m. Neglecting friction between car and road, 
find (a) v and (b) the horizontal force exerted on the car.

10. A 7.00 - kg bowling ball moves at 3.00 m/s. How fast must a 
2.45 - g Ping - Pong ball move so that the two balls have the same 
kinetic energy?

11. A 65.0 - kg runner has a speed of 5.20 m/s at one instant dur-
ing a long - distance event. (a) What is the runner’s kinetic 
energy at this instant? (b) How much net work is required to 
double his speed?

12.  A worker pushing a 35.0 - kg wooden crate at a constant 
speed for 12.0 m along a wood floor does 350  J of work by 
applying a constant horizontal force of magnitude F0 on the 
crate. (a) Determine the value of F0. (b) If the worker now 
applies a force greater than F0, describe the subsequent 
motion of the crate. (c) Describe what would happen to the 
crate if the applied force is less than F0.

13. V  A 70 - kg base runner begins his slide into second base 
when he is moving at a speed of 4.0 m/s. The coefficient of 
friction between his clothes and Earth is 0.70. He slides so that 
his speed is zero just as he reaches the base. (a) How much 
mechanical energy is lost due to friction acting on the runner? 
(b) How far does he slide?

14.  A 62.0 - kg cheetah accelerates from rest to its top speed of 
32.0 m/s. (a) How much net work is required for the cheetah 
to reach its top speed? (b) One food Calorie equals 4 186 J.  
How many Calories of net work are required for the cheetah 
to reach its top speed? Note: Due to inefficiencies in converting 
chemical energy to mechanical energy, the amount calculated 

Figure P5.8
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■■  Guided problems help students break problems into steps. A physics prob-
lem typically asks for one physical quantity in a given context. Often, however, 
several concepts must be used and a number of calculations are required 
to get that final answer. Many students are not accustomed to this level of 
complexity and often don’t know where to start. A guided problem breaks a 
problem into smaller steps, enabling students to grasp all the concepts and 
strategies required to arrive at a correct solution. Unlike standard physics 
problems, guidance is often built into the problem statement. For example, 
the problem might say “Find the speed using conservation of energy” rather 
than asking only for the speed. In any given topic, there are usually two or 
three problem types that are particularly suited to this problem form. The 
problem must have a certain level of complexity, with a similar problem-
solving strategy involved each time it appears. Guided problems are reminis-
cent of how a student might interact with a professor in an office visit. These 
problems help train students to break down complex problems into a series of 
simpler problems, an essential problem-solving skill. An example of a guided 
problem is provided here:
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system is set in motion with m  2 moving downward, what will be 
the acceleration of the system?

68.   A block of mass 3m is 
placed on a frictionless horizontal 
surface, and a second block of mass 
m is placed on top of the first block. 
The surfaces of the blocks are rough. 
A constant force of magnitude F is 
applied to the first block as in Figure P4.68. (a) Construct free-
body diagrams for each block. (b) Identify the horizontal force 
that causes the block of mass m to accelerate. (c) Assume that 
the upper block does not slip on the lower block, and find the 
acceleration of each block in terms of m and F.

69. A 15.0-lb block rests on a horizontal floor. (a) What 
force does the floor exert on the block? (b) A rope 
is tied to the block and is run vertically over a pul-
ley. The other end is attached to a free-hanging 10.0-lb 
object. What now is the force exerted by the floor on the  
15.0-lb block? (c) If the 10.0-lb object in part (b) is replaced 
with a 20.0-lb object, what is the force exerted by the floor on 
the 15.0-lb block?

70. Objects of masses m  1 5 4.00  kg 
and m  2 5 9.00 kg are connected 
by a light string that passes over 
a frictionless pulley as in Figure 
P4.70. The object m  1 is held at 
rest on the floor, and m  2 rests 
on a fixed incline of u 5 40.0°. 
The objects are released from 
rest, and m  2 slides 1.00 m down 
the incline in 4.00 s. Determine (a) the acceleration of each 
object, (b) the tension in the string, and (c) the coefficient of 
kinetic friction between m  2 and the incline.

71. V  Two blocks each of mass m 5 3.50 kg are fastened to the 
top of an elevator as in Figure P4.56. (a) If the elevator has an 
upward acceleration a 5 1.60 m/s2, find the tensions T1 and 
T2 in the upper and lower strings. (b) If the strings can with-
stand a maximum tension of 85.0 N, what maximum accelera-
tion can the elevator have before the upper string breaks?

Additional Problems
72. As a protest against the umpire’s calls, a baseball pitcher 

throws a ball straight up into the air at a speed of 20.0 m/s. In 
the process, he moves his hand through a distance of 1.50 m. 
If the ball has a mass of 0.150 kg, find the force he exerts on 
the ball to give it this upward speed.

73. V  T h r e e 
objects are connected 
on a table as shown 
in Figure P4.73. The 
coefficient of kinetic 
friction between the 
block of mass m  2 and 
the table is 0.350. The 
objects have masses 
of m 1 5 4.00 kg, m  2 5 1.00 kg, and m  3 5 2.00 kg as shown, and 
the pulleys are frictionless. (a) Draw a diagram of the forces 
on each object. (b) Determine the acceleration of each object, 
including its direction. (c) Determine the tensions in the two 
cords. (d) If the tabletop were smooth, would the tensions 
increase, decrease, or remain the same? Explain.

61. A 1.00 3 103 car is pulling a 300.-kg trailer. Together, the car 
and trailer have an acceleration of 2.15 m/s2 in the positive 
x   -  direction. Neglecting frictional forces on the trailer, deter-
mine (a) the net force on the car,(b) the net force on the 
trailer, (c) the magnitude and direction of the force exerted 
by the trailer on the car, and (d) the resultant force exerted by 
the car on the road.

62.  Two blocks of masses m1 and m  2 
(m1 . m  2) are placed on a friction-
less table in contact with each other. 
A horizontal force of magnitude F is 
applied to the block of mass m  1 in 
Figure P4.62. (a) If P is the magnitude of the contact force 
between the blocks, draw the free-body diagrams for each 
block. (b) What is the net force on the system consisting of 
both blocks? (c) What is the net force acting on m1? (d) What 
is the net force acting on m  2? (e) Write the x   -  component of 
Newton’s second law for each block. (f) Solve the resulting 
system of two equations and two unknowns, expressing the 
acceleration a and contact force P in terms of the masses and 
force. (g)  How would the answers change if the force had 
been applied to m  2 instead? (Hint: use symmetry; don’t calcu-
late!) Is the contact force larger, smaller, or the same in this 
case? Why?

63.  In Figure P4.63, the light, 
taut, unstretchable cord B joins 
block 1 and the larger-mass block 
2. Cord A exerts a force on block 
1 to make it accelerate forward. 
(a) How does the magnitude of the force exerted by cord A 
on block 1 compare with the magnitude of the force exerted 
by cord B on block 2? (b) How does the acceleration of block 
1 compare with the acceleration of block 2? (c) Does cord B 
exert a force on block 1? Explain your answer.

64. V  An object with mass m1 5 5.00 kg 
rests on a frictionless horizontal table 
and is connected to a cable that passes 
over a pulley and is then fastened to a 
hanging object with mass m 2 5 10.0 kg, 
as shown in Figure P4.64. Find (a) 
the acceleration of each object and 
(b) the tension in the cable.

65. T  Objects with masses m1 5 10.0 kg and m  2 5 5.00 kg are 
connected by a light string that passes over a frictionless pulley 
as in Figure P4.64. If, when the system starts from rest, m  2 falls 
1.00 m in 1.20 s, determine the coefficient of kinetic friction 
between m 1 and the table.

66. Two objects with masses of 3.00 kg 
and 5.00 kg are connected by a light 
string that passes over a frictionless 
pulley, as in Figure P4.66. Deter-
mine (a) the tension in the string, 
(b) the acceleration of each object, 
and (c) the distance each object will 
move in the first second of motion 
if both objects start from rest.

67. In Figure P4.64, m1 5 10. kg and m  2 5 4.0 kg. The coefficient 
of static friction between m1 and the horizontal surface is 0.50, 
and the coefficient of kinetic friction is 0.30. (a) If the system 
is released from rest, what will its acceleration be? (b) If the 

m2
m1

F
S

Figure P4.62

Figure P4.63

2 1

B A

m1

m2

Figure P4.64  
(Problems 64, 65, and 67)

3.00 kg

5.00 kg

Figure P4.66

3m
F
Sm

Figure P4.68

u
m1

m2

Figure P4.70

Figure P4.73
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Quick Quizzes  All the Quick Quizzes (see example on the next page) are cast in 
an objective format, including multiple-choice, true–false, matching, and ranking 
questions. Quick Quizzes provide students with opportunities to test their under-
standing of the physical concepts presented. The questions require students to 
make decisions on the basis of sound reasoning, and some have been written to 
help students overcome common misconceptions. Answers to all Quick Quiz ques-
tions are found at the end of the textbook, and answers with detailed explanations 
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are provided in the Instructor’s Solutions Manual. Many instructors choose to use 
Quick Quiz questions in a “peer instruction” teaching style.
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monitor from falling through the table, and can have any value needed, up to the 
point of breaking the table. The reaction to nS is the force exerted by the monitor 
on the table, nS r. Therefore,

 F
S

g 5 2 F
S

g r  and  nS 5 2 nS r

The forces nS and nS r both have the same magnitude as F
S

g. Note that the forces 
acting on the monitor are F

S

g and nS, as shown in Figure 4.12b. The two reaction 
forces, F

S

g r and nS r, are exerted by the monitor on objects other than the monitor. 
Remember that the two forces in an action–reaction pair always act on two differ-
ent objects.

Because the monitor is not accelerating in any direction (aS 5 0), it follows from 
Newton’s second law that m aS 5 0 5 F

S

g 1 nS. However, Fg 5 2mg, so n 5 mg, a  
useful result.

Quick Quiz

4.4 A small sports car collides head-on with a massive truck. The greater impact force 
(in magnitude) acts on (a) the car, (b) the truck, (c) neither, the force is the same on 
both. Which vehicle undergoes the greater magnitude acceleration? (d) the car, (e) 
the truck, (f) the accelerations are the same.

APPLICATION
Colliding Vehicles

Figure 4.12 When a monitor is sit-
ting on a table, the forces acting on 
the monitor are the normal force nS 
exerted by the table and the force of 
gravity, F

S

g, as illustrated in (b). The 
reaction to nS is the force exerted by 
the monitor on the table, nS r. The 
reaction to F

S

g is the force exerted by 
the monitor on Earth, F

S

g r.

nS

n�
S

nS

Fg
S

Fg�
S

Fg
S

a b

Tip 4.5 equal and opposite 
but not a reaction Force

A common error in Figure 4.12b 
is to consider the normal force 
on the object to be the reaction 
force to the gravity force, because 
in this case these two forces are 
equal in magnitude and opposite 
in direction. That is impossible, 
however, because they act on the 
same object!

EXAMPLE 4.5 ActIoN–rEActIoN AND tHE IcE SkAtErS

GOAL Illustrate Newton’s third law of motion.

PrObLem A man of mass M 5 75.0 kg and woman of mass m 5 55.0 kg stand facing each other on an ice rink, both wear-
ing ice skates. The woman pushes the man with a horizontal force of F 5 85.0 N in the positive x   -  direction. Assume  
the ice is frictionless. (a) What is the man’s acceleration? (b) What is the reaction force acting on the woman? (c) Calculate the 
woman’s acceleration.

STrATeGy Parts (a) and (c) are simple applications of the second law. An application of the third law solves part (b).

SOLuTION
(a) What is the man’s acceleration?

Write the second law for the man: MaM 5 F

Solve for the man’s acceleration and substitute values: aM 5
F
M

5
85.0 N
75.0 kg

5  1.13 m/s2

(b) What is the reaction force acting on the woman?

Apply Newton’s third law of motion, finding that the reaction 
force R acting on the woman has the same magnitude and 
opposite direction:

 R 5 2F 5  285.0 N 

(Continued)
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Problem-Solving Strategies  A general problem-solving strategy to be followed 
by the student is outlined at the end of Topic 1. This strategy provides students 
with a structured process for solving problems. In most topics, more specific 
strategies and suggestions (see example below) are included for solving the types 
of problems featured in both the worked examples and the end-of-topic problems. 
This feature helps students identify the essential steps in solving problems and 
increases their skills as problem solvers.

4.5 | Applications of Newton’s Laws  101

the rope. What we mean by the words “tension in the rope” is just the force read 
by a spring scale when the rope in question has been cut and the scale inserted 
between the cut ends. A dashed circle is drawn around the crate in Figure 4.12a to 
emphasize the importance of isolating the crate from its surroundings.

Because we are interested only in the motion of the crate, we must be able 
to identify all forces acting on it. These forces are illustrated in Figure 4.12b. In 
addition to displaying the force T

S

, the force diagram for the crate includes the 
force of gravity F

S

g exerted by Earth and the normal force nS exerted by the floor. 
Such a force diagram is called a free-body diagram because the environment is 
replaced by a series of forces on an otherwise free body. The construction of a cor-
rect free-body diagram is an essential step in applying Newton’s laws. An incorrect 
diagram will most likely lead to incorrect answers!

The reactions to the forces we have listed—namely, the force exerted by the rope 
on the hand doing the pulling, the force exerted by the crate on Earth, and the force 
exerted by the crate on the floor—aren’t included in the free-body diagram because 
they act on other objects and not on the crate. Consequently, they don’t directly 
influence the crate’s motion. Only forces acting directly on the crate are included.

Now let’s apply Newton’s second law to the crate. First we choose an appropriate 
coordinate system. In this case it’s convenient to use the one shown in Figure 4.12b, 
with the x-axis horizontal and the y-axis vertical. We can apply Newton’s second law 
in the x-direction, y-direction, or both, depending on what we’re asked to find in a 
problem. Newton’s second law applied to the crate in the x- and y- directions yields 
the following two equations:

max 5 T  may 5 n 2 mg 5 0

From these equations, we find that the acceleration in the x -direction is constant, 
given by ax 5 T/m, and that the normal force is given by n 5 mg. Because the accel-
eration is constant, the equations of kinematics can be applied to obtain further 
information about the velocity and displacement of the object.

 ■ PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGY

Newton’s Second Law
Problems involving Newton’s second law can be very complex. The following protocol breaks 
the solution process down into smaller, intermediate goals:

1. Read the problem carefully at least once.
2. Draw a picture of the system, identify the object of primary interest, and indi-

cate forces with arrows.
3. Label each force in the picture in a way that will bring to mind what physical 

quantity the label stands for (e.g., T for tension).
4. Draw a free-body diagram of the object of interest, based on the labeled pic-

ture. If additional objects are involved, draw separate free-body diagrams for 
them. Choose convenient coordinates for each object.

5. Apply Newton’s second law. The x - and y -components of Newton’s second law 
should be taken from the vector equation and written individually. This usually 
results in two equations and two unknowns.

6. Solve for the desired unknown quantity, and substitute the numbers.

In the special case of equilibrium, the foregoing process is simplified because the 
acceleration is zero.

Objects in Equilibrium
Objects that are either at rest or moving with constant velocity are said to be in 
equilibrium. Because aS 5 0, Newton’s second law applied to an object in equilib-
rium gives

 a  F
S

5 0 [4.9]

Tip 4.6 Free-Body 
Diagrams
The most important step in solving 
a problem by means of Newton’s 
second law is to draw the correct 
free-body diagram. Include only 
those forces that act directly on 
the object of interest.

Tip 4.7 A Particle  
in Equilibrium
A zero net force on a particle does 
not mean that the particle isn’t 
moving. It means that the particle 
isn’t accelerating. If the particle has 
a nonzero initial velocity and is 
acted upon by a zero net force, it 
continues to move with the same 
velocity.
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4.6 Applications of Newton’s Laws
The foregoing four sections introduced several common forces in typical con-
texts. This section applies Newton’s laws to objects under the influence of con-
stant external forces. We assume that objects behave as particles, so we need 
not consider the possibility of rotational motion. We also neglect any friction 
effects and the masses of any ropes or strings involved. With these approxi-
mations, the magnitude of the tension exerted along a rope is the same at  
all points in the rope. This is illustrated by the rope in Figure 4.28, showing the 
forces T

S

 and T
S

r acting on it. If the rope has mass m, then Newton’s second law 
applied to the rope gives T 2 T 9 5 ma. If the mass m is taken to be negligible, how-
ever, as in the upcoming examples, then T 5 T 9.

When we apply Newton’s law to an object, we are interested only in those forces 
that act on the object. For example, in Figure 4.12b (page 91), the only external forces 
acting on the monitor are nS and F

S

g. The reactions to these forces, nS r and F
S

g r, act 
on the table and on Earth, respectively, and don’t appear in Newton’s second law 
applied to the monitor.

Consider a crate being pulled to the right on a frictionless, horizontal surface, as 
in Figure 4.29a. Suppose you wish to find the acceleration of the crate and the force 
the surface exerts on it. The horizontal force exerted on the crate acts through the 
rope. The force that the rope exerts on the crate is denoted by T

S

 (because it’s a ten-
sion force). The magnitude of T

S

 is equal to the tension in the rope. A dashed circle 
is drawn around the crate in Figure 4.29a to emphasize the importance of isolating 
the crate from its surroundings.

Because we are interested only in the motion of the crate, we must be able to 
identify all forces acting on it. The free-body diagram in Figure 4.29b illustrates these 
forces. In addition to displaying the force T

S

, the free-body diagram for the crate 
includes the force of gravity F

S

g exerted by Earth and the normal force nS exerted 
by the floor. The construction of a correct free-body diagram is an essential step 
in applying Newton’s laws. An incorrect diagram will most likely lead to incorrect 
answers!

The reactions to the forces we have listed—namely, the force exerted by the rope 
on the hand doing the pulling, the force exerted by the crate on Earth, and the force 
exerted by the crate on the floor—aren’t included in the free-body diagram because 
they act on other objects and not on the crate. Consequently, they don’t directly 
influence the crate’s motion. Only forces acting directly on the crate are included.

Now let’s apply Newton’s second law to the crate. First, we choose an appropriate 
coordinate system. In this case it’s convenient to use the one shown in Figure 4.29b, 
with the x   -  axis horizontal and the y   -  axis vertical. We can apply Newton’s second law 
in the x   -  direction, y   -  direction, or both, depending on what we’re asked to find in a 
problem. Newton’s second law applied to the crate in the x   - and y   -   directions yields 
the following two equations:

max 5 T  may 5 n 2 mg 5 0

From these equations, we find that the acceleration in the x   -  direction is constant, 
given by ax 5 T/m, and that the normal force is given by n 5 mg. Because the accel-
eration is constant, the equations of kinematics can be applied to obtain further 
information about the velocity and displacement of the object.

PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGY

Newton’s Second Law
Problems involving Newton’s second law can be very complex. The following protocol breaks 
the solution process down into smaller, intermediate goals:

1. Read the problem carefully at least once.
2. Draw a picture of the system, identify the object of primary interest, and indi-

cate forces with arrows.

Figure 4.28 Newton’s second law 
applied to a rope gives T 2 T 9 5 
ma. However, if m 5 0, then T 5 T 9. 
Thus, the tension in a massless rope 
is the same at all points in the rope.

T
S

T
S

�

Figure 4.29 (a) A crate being pulled 
to the right on a frictionless surface. 
(b) The free-body diagram that repre-
sents the forces exerted on the crate.

a

b

nS

T
S

Fg
S

x

y

Tip 4.7 Free-Body Diagrams

The most important step in solving 
a problem by means of Newton’s 
second law is to draw the correct 
free-body diagram. Include only 
those forces that act directly on 
the object of interest.

Tip 4.8 A Particle  
in Equilibrium

A zero net force on a particle 
does not mean that the particle 
isn’t moving. It means that the 
particle isn’t accelerating. If the 
particle has a nonzero initial 
velocity and is acted upon by a 
zero net force, it continues to 
move with the same velocity.
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Biomedical applications  For biology and pre-med students,  icons point the 
way to various practical and interesting applications of physical principles to biol-
ogy and medicine. A list of these applications can be found on pages xxi-xxii.

MCat test Preparation Guide  Located on pages xxiii and xxiv, this guide out-
lines the six content categories related to physics on the new MCAT exam that 
began being administered in 2015. Students can use the guide to prepare for the 
MCAT exam, class tests, or homework assignments.

applying Physics  The Applying Physics features provide students with an 
additional means of reviewing concepts presented in that section. Some Apply-
ing Physics examples demonstrate the connection between the concepts presented 
in that topic and other scientific disciplines. These examples also serve as mod-
els for students when they are assigned the task of responding to the Conceptual 
Questions presented at the end of each topic. For examples of Applying Physics 
boxes, see Applying Physics 9.5 (Home Plumbing) on page 292 and Applying 
Physics 13.1 (Bungee Jumping) on page 433.

tips  Placed in the margins of the text, Tips address common student miscon-
ceptions and situations in which students often follow unproductive paths (see 
example at right). More than 95 Tips are provided in this edition to help students 
avoid common mistakes and misunderstandings.
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EXAMPLE 4.1 AIrboAt

GOAL Apply Newton’s second law in one dimension, together with the 
equations of kinematics.

PrObLem An airboat with mass 3.50 3 102 kg, including the passen-
ger, has an engine that produces a net horizontal force of 7.70 3 102 N,  
after accounting for forces of resistance (see Fig. 4.7). (a) Find the accel-
eration of the airboat. (b) Starting from rest, how long does it take the 
airboat to reach a speed of 12.0 m/s? (c) After reaching that speed, the 
pilot turns off the engine and drifts to a stop over a distance of 50.0 m. 
Find the resistance force, assuming it’s constant.

STrATeGy In part (a), apply Newton’s second law to find the acceleration, and in part (b), use that acceleration in the one-
dimensional kinematics equation for the velocity. When the engine is turned off in part (c), only the resistance forces act on the 
boat in the x   -  direction, so the net acceleration can be found from v 2 2 v0

2 5 2a Dx. Then Newton’s second law gives the resis-
tance force.

SOLuTION
(a) Find the acceleration of the airboat.

remArkS The propeller exerts a force on the air, pushing it backwards behind the boat. 
At the same time, the air exerts a force on the propellers and consequently on the airboat. 
Forces always come in pairs of this kind, which are formalized in the next section as New-
ton’s third law of motion. The negative answer for the acceleration in part (c) means that the 
airboat is slowing down.

QueSTION 4.1 What other forces act on the airboat? Describe them.

eXerCISe 4.1 Suppose the pilot, starting again from rest, opens the throttle partway. At 
a constant acceleration, the airboat then covers a distance of 60.0 m in 10.0 s. Find the net 
force acting on the boat.

ANSwer 4.20 3 102 N

Tip 4.3 newton’s second 
law is a Vector equation

In applying Newton’s second law, 
add all of the forces on the object 
as vectors and then find the 
resultant vector acceleration by 
dividing by m. Don’t find the indi-
vidual magnitudes of the forces 
and add them like scalars.

Apply Newton’s second law and solve for the acceleration: ma 5 Fnet    S     a 5
Fnet

m
5

7.70 3 102 N
3.50 3 102 kg

5  2.20 m/s2

(b) Find the time necessary to reach a speed of 12.0 m/s.

Apply the kinematics velocity equation: v 5 at 1 v0 5 (2.20 m/s2)t 5 12.0 m/s S t 5  5.45 s 

(c) Find the resistance force after the engine is turned off.

Using kinematics, find the net acceleration due to  
resistance forces:

v   2 2 v0
2 5 2a Dx

0 2 (12.0 m/s)2 5 2a(50.0 m) S a 5 21.44 m/s2

Substitute the acceleration into Newton’s second law,  
finding the resistance force:

Fresist 5 ma 5 (3.50 3 102 kg)(21.44 m/s2) 5  2504 N 

Figure 4.7 (Example 4.1)

Fprop
S

Fresist
S

Propeller

EXAMPLE 4.2 HorSES PULLINg A bArgE

GOAL Apply Newton’s second law in a two-dimensional problem.

PrObLem Two horses are pulling a barge with mass 2.00 3 103 kg along a canal, as shown in Figure 4.8. The cable connected 
to the first horse makes an angle of u1 5 30.0° with respect to the direction of the canal, while the cable connected to the second 
horse makes an angle of u2 5 245.0°. Find the initial acceleration of the barge, starting at rest, if each horse exerts a force of mag-
nitude 6.00 3 102 N on the barge. Ignore forces of resistance on the barge.

(Continued)
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Preface xv

Marginal Notes  Comments and notes appearing in the margin (see example at the 
right) can be used to locate important statements, equations, and concepts in the text.

applications  Although physics is relevant to so much in our modern lives, it may 
not be obvious to students in an introductory course. Application margin notes 
(see example to the right) make the relevance of physics to everyday life more 
obvious by pointing out specific applications in the text. Some of these applica-
tions pertain to the life sciences and are marked with a  icon. A list of the 
Applications appears on pages xxi and xxii.

Style  To facilitate rapid comprehension, we have attempted to write the book in 
a style that is clear, logical, relaxed, and engaging. The somewhat informal and 
relaxed writing style is designed to connect better with students and enhance their 
reading enjoyment. New terms are carefully defined, and we have tried to avoid 
the use of jargon.

Introductions  All topics begin with a brief preview that includes a discussion of 
the topic’s objectives and content.

Units  The international system of units (SI) is used throughout the text. The 
U.S. customary system of units is used only to a limited extent in the topics on 
mechanics and thermodynamics.

Pedagogical Use of Color  Readers should consult the pedagogical color chart 
(inside the front cover) for a listing of the color-coded symbols used in the text 
diagrams. This system is followed consistently throughout the text.

Important Statements and Equations  Most important statements and defini-
tions are set in boldface type or are highlighted with a background screen for 
added emphasis and ease of review. Similarly, important equations are highlighted 
with a tan background to facilitate location.

Illustrations and tables  The readability and effectiveness of the text material, 
worked examples, and end-of-topic conceptual questions and problems are 
enhanced by the large number of figures, diagrams, photographs, and tables. Full 
color adds clarity to the artwork and makes illustrations as realistic as possible. 
Three-dimensional effects are rendered with the use of shaded and lightened 
areas where appropriate. Vectors are color coded, and curves in graphs are drawn 
in color. Color photographs have been carefully selected, and their accompany-
ing captions have been written to serve as an added instructional tool. A complete 
description of the pedagogical use of color appears on the inside front cover.

Summary The end-of-topic Summary is organized by individual section heading 
for ease of reference. Most topic summaries also feature key figures from the topic.

Significant Figures Significant figures in both worked examples and end-of- topic 
problems have been handled with care. Most numerical examples and problems 
are worked out to either two or three significant figures, depending on the accu-
racy of the data provided. Intermediate results presented in the examples are 
rounded to the proper number of significant figures, and only those digits are 
carried forward.

appendices and Endpapers  Several appendices are provided at the end of the 
textbook. Most of the appendix material (Appendix A) represents a review of 
mathematical concepts and techniques used in the text, including scientific nota-
tion, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Reference to these appendices is made 
as needed throughout the text. Most of the mathematical review sections include 
worked examples and exercises with answers. In addition to the mathematical 
review, some appendices contain useful tables that supplement textual information. 

b Newton’s third law

 APPlicAtion
Diet Versus Exercise in Weight-loss 
Programs
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For easy reference, the front endpapers contain a chart explaining the use of color 
throughout the book and a list of frequently used conversion factors.

Teaching Options
This book contains more than enough material for a one-year course in introduc-
tory physics, which serves two purposes. First, it gives the instructor more flexibility 
in choosing topics for a specific course. Second, the book becomes more useful as 
a resource for students. On average, it should be possible to cover about one topic 
each week for a class that meets three hours per week. Those sections, examples, 
and end-of-topic problems dealing with applications of physics to life sciences are 
identified with the  icon. We offer the following suggestions for shorter courses 
for those instructors who choose to move at a slower pace through the year.

Option A: If you choose to place more emphasis on contemporary topics 
in physics, you could omit all or parts of Topic 8 (Rotational Equilibrium 
and Rotational Dynamics), Topic 21 (Alternating-Current Circuits and 
Electromagnetic Waves), and Topic 25 (Optical Instruments).

Option B: If you choose to place more emphasis on classical physics, you could 
omit all or parts of Part 6 of the textbook, which deals with special relativity 
and other topics in twentieth-century physics.

CengageBrain.com
To register or access your online learning solution or purchase materials for your 
course, visit www.cengagebrain.com.

Lecture Presentation Resources

Cengage Learning Testing Powered by Cognero is a flexible, online system that 
allows you to author, edit, and manage test bank content from multiple Cengage 
Learning solutions, create multiple test versions in an instant, and deliver tests 
from your LMS, your classroom, or wherever you want.

Instructor Resource Website for Serway/Vuille  
College Physics, Eleventh Edition
The Instructor Resource Website contains a variety of resources to aid you in pre-
paring and presenting text material in a manner that meets your personal prefer-
ences and course needs. The posted Instructor’s Solutions Manual presents complete 
worked solutions for all end-of-chapter problems and even-numbered conceptual 
questions, answers for all even-numbered problems, and full answers with explana-
tions for the Quick Quizzes. Robust PowerPoint lecture outlines that have been 
designed for an active classroom are available, with reading check questions and 
Think-Pair-Share questions as well as the traditional section-by-section outline. 
Images from the textbook can be used to customize your own presentations. 
Available online via www.cengage.com/login.

WebAssign WebAssign by Cengage is the most widely used online homework  
system in higher education. Available for this global edition, WebAssign allows 
you to assign, collect, grade, and record assignments via the web. This proven 
homework system includes links to textbook sections, an eBook, video examples, 
and problem-specific tutorials. WebAssign by Cengage is more than a homework 
system—it is a complete online learning system for students. Please contact your 
Cengage representative for details and a demonstration.

Student Resources
To register or access your online learning solution or purchase materials for your 
course, visit www.cengagebrain.com.
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Physics Laboratory Manual, Fourth Edition  by David Loyd (Angelo State Univer-
sity). Ideal for use with any introductory physics text, Loyd’s Physics Laboratory Man-
ual is suitable for either calculus- or algebra/trigonometry-based physics courses. 
Designed to help students demonstrate a physical principle and teach techniques 
of careful measurement, Loyd’s Physics Laboratory Manual also emphasizes concep-
tual understanding and includes a thorough discussion of physical theory to help 
students see the connection between the lab and the lecture. Many labs give stu-
dents hands-on experience with statistical analysis, and now five computer-assisted 
data entry labs are included in the printed manual. The fourth edition maintains 
the minimum equipment requirements to allow for maximum flexibility and to 
make the most of preexisting lab equipment. For instructors interested in using 
some of Loyd’s experiments, a customized lab manual is another option available 
through the Cengage Learning Custom Solutions program. Now, you can select 
specific experiments from Loyd’s Physics Laboratory Manual, include your own 
original lab experiments, and create one affordable bound book. Contact your 
Cengage Learning representative for more information on our Custom Solutions 
program. Available with InfoTrac® Student Collections http://gocengage.com/
infotrac.

Physics Laboratory Experiments, Eighth Edition by Jerry D. Wilson (Lander 
College) and Cecilia A. Hernández (American River College). This market-leading 
manual for the first-year physics laboratory course offers a wide range of class-
tested experiments designed specifically for use in small to midsize lab programs. 
A series of integrated experiments emphasizes the use of computerized instru-
mentation and includes a set of “computer-assisted experiments” to allow students 
and instructors to gain experience with modern equipment. It also lets instruc-
tors determine the appropriate balance of traditional versus computer-based 
experiments for their courses. By analyzing data through two different methods, 
students gain a greater understanding of the concepts behind the experiments. 
The Eighth Edition is updated with four new economical labs to accommodate 
shrinking department budgets and thirty new Pre-Lab Demonstrations, designed 
to capture students’ interest prior to the lab and requiring only widely available 
materials and items.

WebAssign WebAssign by Cengage is the most widely used online homework sys-
tem in higher education. Available for this global edition and if required by your 
instructor, WebAssign allows your instructor to assign, collect, grade, and record 
your assignments via the web. This proven homework system includes links to 
textbook sections, an eBook, video examples, and problem-specific tutorials.  
WebAssign by Cengage is more than a homework system—it is a complete online 
learning system for students.
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Although physics is relevant to so much in our lives, it may not be obvious to students in an introductory course. In this eleventh 
edition of College Physics, we continue a design feature begun in the seventh edition. This feature makes the relevance of physics 
to everyday life more obvious by pointing out specific applications in the form of a marginal note. Some of these applications 
pertain to the life sciences and are marked with the  icon. The list below is not intended to be a complete listing of all the 
applications of the principles of physics found in this textbook. Many other applications are to be found within the text and 
especially in the worked examples, conceptual questions, and end-of-topic problems.
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Welcome to Your MCAT Test Preparation Guide
The MCAT Test Preparation Guide makes your copy of College Physics, eleventh edition, the most comprehensive 
MCAT study tool and classroom resource in introductory physics. The MCAT was revised in 2015 (see www.aamc.
org/students/applying/mcat/mcat2015 for more details); the test section that now includes problems related 
to physics is Chemical and Physical Foundations of Biological Systems. Of the ~65 test questions in this section, 
approximately 25% relate to introductory physics topics from the six content categories shown below:

Content Category 4a: Translational motion, 
forces, work, energy, and equilibrium in 
living systems

review Plan

Motion

j	topic 1, Sections 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.9–1.10
	 Quick Quizzes 1.1–1.2
	 Examples 1.1–1.2, and 1.11–1.13
	 Topic problems 1–6, 15–27, and 54–71

j	topic 2, Sections 2.1–2.2
	 Quick Quizzes 2.1–2.5
	 Examples 2.1–2.3
	 Topic problems 1–25

j	topic 3, Sections 3.1–3.2
	 Quick Quizzes 3.1–3.5
	 Examples 3.1–3.6
	 Topic problems 1–19, 47, 50, 53, and 56

Force and Equilibrium

j	topic 4, Sections 4.1–4.4 and 4.6
	 Quick Quizzes 4.1–4.9
	 Examples 4.1–4.12
	 Topic problems 1–31, 38, 40, 49, and 53

j	topic 8, Sections 8.1–8.3
	 Quick Quiz 8.1
	 Examples 8.1–8.11
	 Topic problems 1–36, 85, 91, and 92

Work 

j	topic 5, Sections 5.1 and 5.2
	 Quick Quiz 5.1–5.2
	 Examples 5.1–5.3
	 Topic problems 1–18 and 27

j	topic 12, Section 12.1
	 Quick Quiz 12.1
	 Examples 12.1–12.2
	 Topic problems 1–10

Energy 

j	topic 5, Sections 5.2–5.7
	 Quick Quizzes 5.2–5.7
	 Examples 5.3–5.14
	 Topic problems 9–58, 67, 73, 74, and 78

Periodic Motion

j	topic 13, Sections 13.7–13.9
	 Examples 13.8–13.10
	 Topic problems 41–60

Content Category 4B: Importance of fluids for 
the circulation of blood, gas movement, and 
gas exchange

review Plan

Fluids

j	topic 9, Sections 9.1–9.3 and 9.5–9.9
	 Quick Quizzes 9.1–9.2 and 9.5–9.7
	 Examples 9.1–9.16
	 Topic problems 1–64, 79, 80, 81, 83, and 84

Gas phase

j	topic 9, Section 9.5
	 Quick Quizzes 9.3–9.4
	 Topic problems 8, 10, 14–15, and 83

j	topic 10, Sections 10.2, 10.4, and 10.5
	 Quick Quiz 10.6
	 Examples 10.1–10.2 and 10.6–10.10
	 Topic problems 1–10 and 29–50

Content Category 4C: Electrochemistry and 
electrical circuits and their elements.

review Plan

Electrostatics

j	topic 15, Sections 15.1–15.4
	 Quick Quizzes 15.1 and 15.3–15.5
	 Examples 15.1–15.5
	 Topic problems 1–39

j	topic 16, Sections 16.1–16.3
	 Quick Quizzes 16.1–16.7
	 Examples 16.1–16.5
	 Topic problems 1–24

Circuit elements 

j	topic 16, Sections 16.5–16.8
	 Quick Quizzes 16.8–16.11
	 Examples 16.6–16.12
	 Topic problems 29–57 
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j	Topic 17, Sections 17.1 and 17.3–17.5
	 Quick Quizzes 17.1 and 17.3–17.6
	 Examples 17.1 and 17.3–17.4
	 Topic problems 1–30 and 32–34

j	Topic 18, Sections 18.1–18.3 and 18.8
	 Quick Quizzes 18.1–18.8
	 Examples 18.1–18.3
	 Topic problems 1–17

Magnetism

j	Topic 19, Sections 19.1 and 19.3–19.4
	 Quick Quizzes 19.1–19.3
	 Examples 19.1–19.4
	 Topic problems 1–21

Content Category 4D: How light and sound 
interact with matter

Review Plan
Sound 

j	Topic 13, Sections 13.7 and 13.8
	 Examples 13.8–13.9
	 Topic problems 41–48

j	 Topic 14, Sections 14.1–14.4, 14.6,  
14.9–14.10, and 14.12–14.13

	 Quick Quizzes 14.1–14.3 and 14.5–14.6
	 Examples 14.1–14.2, 14.4–14.5,  

and 14.9–14.10
	 Topic problems 1–36 and 54–60

Light, electromagnetic radiation 

j	Topic 21, Sections 21.10–21.12
	 Quick Quizzes 21.7 and 21.8
	 Examples 21.8 and 21.9
	 Topic problems 49–63 and 74 

j	Topic 22, Sections 22.1
	 Topic problems 1–5 and 10

j	 Topic 24, Sections 24.1, 24.4,  
and 24.6–24.9

	 Quick Quizzes 24.1–24.6
	 Examples 24.1–24.4 and 24.6–24.8
	 Topic problems 1–61

j	Topic 27, Section 27.3–27.4
	 Example 27.2 
	 Topic problems 15–23

Geometrical optics 

j	Topic 22, Sections 22.2–22.4 and 22.7
	 Quick Quizzes 22.2–22.4
	 Examples 22.1–22.6
	 Topic problems 6–44 and 48

j	 Topic 23, Sections 23.1–23.3  
and 23.5–23.6

	 Quick Quizzes 23.1–23.6
	 Examples 23.1–23.10
	 Topic problems 1–46 

j	Topic 25, Sections 25.1–25.6
	 Quick Quizzes 25.1–25.2
	 Examples 25.1–25.8
	 Topic problems 1–40, 59–62, and 66

Content Category 4E: Atoms, nuclear decay, 
electronic structure, and atomic chemical 
behavior

Review Plan

Atomic nucleus

j	Topic 29, Sections 29.1–29.5 and 29.7
	 Quick Quizzes 29.1–29.3
	 Examples 29.1–29.5
	 Topic problems 1–35, 44–50, and 59

Electronic structure 

j	Topic 19, Section 19.10 

j	Topic 27, Sections 27.2 and 27.8
	 Examples 27.1 and 27.5
	 Topic problems 9–14 and 35–40 

j	 Topic 28, Sections 28.2–28.3, 28.5,  
and 28.7

	 Quick Quizzes 28.1 and 28.3
	 Examples 28.1 and 28.2
	 Topic problems 1–30 and 37–41

Content Category 5E: Principles of chemical 
thermodynamics and kinetics

Review Plan

Energy changes in chemical reactions 

j	Topic 10, Sections 10.1 and 10.3
	 Quick Quizzes 10.1–10.5
	 Examples 10.3–10.5
	 Topic problems 11–28

j	Topic 11, Sections 11.1–11.5
	 Quick Quizzes 11.1–11.5
	 Examples 11.1–11.11
	 Topic problems 1–50 

j	Topic 12, Sections 12.1–12.2 and 12.4–12.6
	 Quick Quizzes 12.1 and 12.4–12.5 
	 Examples 12.1–12.3, 12.10–12.12, and 

12.14–12.16
	 Topic problems 1–61, 73–74
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1

Topic

1
1.1 Standards of Length, 

Mass, and Time

1.2 The Building Blocks of 
Matter

1.3 Dimensional Analysis

1.4 Uncertainty in 
Measurement and 
Significant Figures

1.5 Unit Conversions for 
Physical Quantities

1.6 Estimates and Order-of-
Magnitude Calculations

1.7 Coordinate Systems

1.8 Trigonometry Review

1.9 Vectors

1.10 Components of a Vector

1.11 Problem-Solving 
Strategy

ThE gOAL OF PhySiCS iS TO PROViDE an understanding of the physical world by 
developing theories based on experiments. A physical theory, usually expressed mathematically, 
describes how a given physical system works. The theory makes certain predictions about the 
physical system which can then be checked by observations and experiments. If the predictions 
turn out to correspond closely to what is actually observed, then the theory stands, although it 
remains provisional. No theory to date has given a complete description of all physical phenom-
ena, even within a given subdiscipline of physics. Every theory is a work in progress.

The basic laws of physics involve such physical quantities as force, velocity, volume, and 
acceleration, all of which can be described in terms of more fundamental quantities. In 
mechanics, it is conventional to use the quantities of length (L), mass (M), and time (T); all 
other physical quantities can be constructed from these three.

1.1  Standards of Length, Mass,  
and Time

To communicate the result of a measurement of a certain physical quantity, a unit 
for the quantity must be defined. If our fundamental unit of length is defined to 
be 1.0 meter, for example, and someone familiar with our system of measurement 
reports that a wall is 2.0 meters high, we know that the height of the wall is twice the 
fundamental unit of length. Likewise, if our fundamental unit of mass is defined as 
1.0 kilogram and we are told that a person has a mass of 75 kilograms, then that 
person has a mass 75 times as great as the fundamental unit of mass.

In 1960 an international committee agreed on a standard system of units for the 
fundamental quantities of science, called SI (Système International). Its units of 
length, mass, and time are the meter, kilogram, and second, respectively.

1.1.1 Length
In 1799 the legal standard of length in France became the meter, defined as one 
ten-millionth of the distance from the equator to the North Pole. Until 1960, the 
official length of the meter was the distance between two lines on a specific bar of 
platinum–iridium alloy stored under controlled conditions. This standard was aban-
doned for several reasons, the principal one being that measurements of the sepa-
ration between the lines were not precise enough. In 1960 the meter was defined 
as 1 650 763.73 wavelengths of orange-red light emitted from a  krypton -  86 lamp. In 
October 1983 this definition was abandoned also, and the meter was redefined as the 
distance traveled by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 second. 
This latest definition establishes the speed of light at 299 792 458 meters per second.

1.1.2 Mass
The SI unit of mass, the kilogram, is defined as the mass of a specific platinum–
iridium alloy cylinder kept at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures at 
Sèvres, France (similar to that shown in Fig. 1.1a). As we’ll see in Topic 4, mass is a 

Tip 1.1  No Commas in 
Numbers with Many Digits

In science, numbers with more 
than three digits are written in 
groups of three digits separated 
by spaces rather than commas, 
so that 10 000 is the same as the 
common American notation 
10,000. Similarly, p 5 3.14159265 
is written as 3.141 592 65.

b Definition of the meter

b Definition of the kilogram

Units, Trigonometry,  
and Vectors
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2 TOPIC 1 | Units, Trigonometry, and Vectors 

quantity used to measure the resistance to a change in the motion of an object. It’s 
more difficult to cause a change in the motion of an object with a large mass than 
an object with a small mass.

1.1.3 Time
Before 1960, the time standard was defined in terms of the average length of a 
solar day in the year 1900. (A solar day is the time between successive appear-
ances of the Sun at the highest point it reaches in the sky each day.) The basic 
unit of time, the second, was defined to be (1/60)(1/60)(1/24) 5 1/86 400 of 
the average solar day. In 1967 the second was redefined to take advantage of the 
high precision attainable with an atomic clock, which uses the characteristic fre-
quency of the light emitted from the cesium-133 atom as its “reference clock.” 
The second is now defined as 9 192 631 700 times the period of oscillation of 
radiation from the cesium atom. The newest type of cesium atomic clock is shown 
in Figure 1.1b.

1.1.4  Approximate Values for Length, Mass,  
and Time Intervals

Approximate values of some lengths, masses, and time intervals are presented in 
Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, respectively. Note the wide ranges of values. Study these 
tables to get a feel for a kilogram of mass (this book has a mass of about 2 kilograms), 
a time interval of 1010 seconds (one century is about 3 3 109 seconds), or 2 meters 
of length (the approximate height of a forward on a basketball team). Appendix A 
reviews the notation for powers of 10, such as the expression of the number 50 000 in 
the form 5 3 104.

Systems of units commonly used in physics are the Système International, in 
which the units of length, mass, and time are the meter (m), kilogram (kg), and 
second (s); the cgs, or Gaussian, system, in which the units of length, mass, and 
time are the centimeter (cm), gram (g), and second; and the U.S. customary 
system, in which the units of length, mass, and time are the foot (ft), slug, and 
second. SI units are almost universally accepted in science and industry and will 
be used throughout the book. Limited use will be made of Gaussian and U.S. 
customary units.
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Figure 1.1 (a) International Pro-
totype of the Kilogram, an accurate 
copy of the International Standard 
Kilogram kept at Sèvres, France, is 
housed under a double bell jar in a 
vault at the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology. (b) A cesium 
fountain atomic clock. The clock will 
neither gain nor lose a second in  
20 million years.
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Table 1.1 Approximate Values 
of Some Measured Lengths

 Length (m)

Observable Universe 1 3 1026

Earth to Andromeda 2 3 1022

Earth to Proxima  
 Centauri 4 3 1016

One light  -  year 9 3 1015

Earth to Sun 2 3 1011

Earth to Moon 4 3 108

Radius of Earth 6 3 106

World’s tallest  
 building 8 3 102

Football field 9 3 101

Housefly 5 3 1023

Typical organism cell 1 3 1025

Hydrogen atom 1 3 10210

Atomic nucleus 1 3 10214

Proton diameter 1 3 10215

Table 1.2  Approximate Values 
of Some Masses

 Mass (kg)

Observable Universe 1 3 1052

Milky Way galaxy 7 3 1041

Sun 2 3 1030

Earth 6 3 1024

Moon 7 3 1022

Shark 1 3 102

Human 7 3 101

Frog 1 3 1021

Mosquito 1 3 1025

Bacterium 1 3 10215

Hydrogen atom 2 3 10227

Electron 9 3 10231

Table 1.3  Approximate Values 
of Some Time intervals

 Time Interval (s)

Age of Universe 5 3 1017

Age of Earth 1 3 1017

Age of college student 6 3 108

One year 3 3 107

One day 9 3 104 

Heartbeat 8 3 1021

Audible sound  
 wave perioda 1 3 1023

Typical radio wave  
 perioda 1 3 1026

Visible light wave  
 perioda 2 3 10215

Nuclear collision 1 3 10222

aA period is defined as the time required for 
one complete vibration.
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1.2 | The Building Blocks of Matter 3

Some of the most frequently used “metric” (SI and cgs) prefixes representing 
powers of 10 and their abbreviations are listed in Table 1.4. For example, 1023 m is 
equivalent to 1 millimeter (mm), and 103 m is 1 kilometer (km). Likewise, 1 kg is 
equal to 103 g, and 1 megavolt (MV) is 106 volts (V). It’s a good idea to memorize 
the more common prefixes early on: femto- to centi-, and kilo- to giga- are used 
routinely by most physicists.

1.2 The Building Blocks of Matter
A 1-kg (< 2-lb) cube of solid gold has a length of about 3.73 cm (< 1.5 in.) on a side. 
If the cube is cut in half, the two resulting pieces retain their chemical identity. But 
what happens if the pieces of the cube are cut again and again, indefinitely? The 
Greek philosophers Leucippus and Democritus couldn’t accept the idea that such 
cutting could go on forever. They speculated that the process ultimately would end 
when it produced a particle that could no longer be cut. In Greek, atomos means 
“not sliceable.” From this term comes our English word atom, once believed to be 
the smallest particle of matter but since found to be a composite of more elemen-
tary particles.

The atom can be naively visualized as a miniature solar system, with a dense, pos-
itively charged nucleus occupying the position of the Sun and negatively charged 
electrons orbiting like planets. This model of the atom, first developed by the great 
Danish physicist Niels Bohr nearly a century ago, led to the understanding of cer-
tain properties of the simpler atoms such as hydrogen but failed to explain many 
fine details of atomic structure.

Notice the size of a hydrogen atom, listed in Table 1.1, and the size of a  
proton—the nucleus of a hydrogen atom—one hundred thousand times smaller. 
If the proton were the size of a ping-pong ball, the electron would be a tiny speck 
about the size of a bacterium, orbiting the proton a kilometer away! Other atoms 
are similarly constructed. So there is a surprising amount of empty space in ordi-
nary matter.

After the discovery of the nucleus in the early 1900s, questions arose concern-
ing its structure. Although the structure of the nucleus remains an area of active 
research even today, by the early 1930s scientists determined that two basic entities— 
protons and neutrons—occupy the nucleus. The proton is nature’s most common 
carrier of positive charge, equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the charge 
on the electron. The number of protons in a nucleus determines what the element 
is. For instance, a nucleus containing only one proton is the nucleus of an atom of 
hydrogen, regardless of how many neutrons may be present. Extra neutrons cor-
respond to different isotopes of hydrogen—deuterium and tritium—which react 
chemically in exactly the same way as hydrogen, but are more massive. An atom 
having two protons in its nucleus, similarly, is always helium, although again, differ-
ing numbers of neutrons are possible.

The existence of neutrons was verified conclusively in 1932. A neutron has no 
charge and has a mass about equal to that of a proton. Except for hydrogen, all 
atomic nuclei contain neutrons, which, together with the protons, interact through 
the strong nuclear force. That force opposes the strongly repulsive electrical force 
of the protons, which otherwise would cause the nucleus to disintegrate.

The division doesn’t stop here; strong evidence collected over many years indi-
cates that protons, neutrons, and a zoo of other exotic particles are composed of six 
particles called quarks (rhymes with “sharks” though some rhyme it with “forks”). 
These particles have been given the names up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top. 
The up, charm, and top quarks each carry a charge equal to 12

3 that of the proton, 
whereas the down, strange, and bottom quarks each carry a charge equal to 21

3 the 
proton charge. The proton consists of two up quarks and one down quark (see  
Fig. 1.2), giving the correct charge for the proton, 11. The neutron is composed of 
two down quarks and one up quark and has a net charge of zero.

Table 1.4  Some Prefixes for 
Powers of Ten Used with 
“Metric” (Si and cgs) Units

Power Prefix Abbreviation

 10218 atto- a
 10215 femto- f
 10212 pico- p
 1029 nano- n
 1026 micro- m
 1023 milli- m
 1022 centi- c
 1021 deci- d
 101 deka- da
 103 kilo- k
 106 mega- M
 109 giga- G
 1012 tera- T
 1015 peta- P
 1018 exa- E
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Figure 1.2  Levels of organization in 
matter.

A piece of 
gold consists 
of gold atoms.

p

u u

d

At the center 
of each atom 
is a nucleus.

Inside the 
nucleus are 
protons 
(orange) and 
neutrons 
(gray).

Protons and 
neutrons are 
composed of 
quarks. A 
proton 
consists of two 
up quarks and 
one down 
quark.
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The up and down quarks are sufficient to describe all normal matter, so the 
existence of the other four quarks, indirectly observed in high-energy experiments, 
is something of a mystery. Despite strong indirect evidence, no isolated quark has 
ever been observed. Consequently, the possible existence of yet more fundamental 
particles remains purely speculative.

1.3 Dimensional Analysis
In physics the word dimension denotes the physical nature of a quantity. The dis-
tance between two points, for example, can be measured in feet, meters, or fur-
longs, which are different ways of expressing the dimension of length.

The symbols used in this section to specify the dimensions of length, mass, and 
time are L, M, and T, respectively. Brackets [ ] will often be used to denote the 
dimensions of a physical quantity. In this notation, for example, the dimensions of 
velocity v are written [v] 5 L/T, and the dimensions of area A are [A] 5 L2. The 
dimensions of area, volume, velocity, and acceleration are listed in Table 1.5, along 
with their units in the three common systems. The dimensions of other quantities, 
such as force and energy, will be described later as they are introduced.

In physics it’s often necessary to deal with mathematical expressions that relate 
different physical quantities. One way to analyze such expressions, called dimen-
sional analysis, makes use of the fact that dimensions can be treated as algebraic 
quantities. Adding masses to lengths, for example, makes no sense, so it follows 
that quantities can be added or subtracted only if they have the same dimensions. If 
the terms on the opposite sides of an equation have the same dimensions, then that 
equation may be correct, although correctness can’t be guaranteed on the basis of 
dimensions alone. Nonetheless, dimensional analysis has value as a partial check of 
an equation and can also be used to develop insight into the relationships between 
physical quantities.

The procedure can be illustrated by developing some relationships between 
acceleration, velocity, time, and distance. Distance x has the dimension of length: 
[x] 5 L. Time t has dimension [t    ] 5 T. Velocity v has the dimensions length over 
time: [v   ] 5 L/T, and acceleration the dimensions length divided by time squared: 
[a] 5 L/T2. Notice that velocity and acceleration have similar dimensions, except 
for an extra dimension of time in the denominator of acceleration. It follows that

3v 4 5
L
T

5
L
T2 T 5 3a 4 3t 4

From this it might be guessed that velocity equals acceleration multiplied by time, 
v 5 at, and that is true for the special case of motion with constant acceleration 
starting at rest. Noticing that velocity has dimensions of length divided by time and 
distance has dimensions of length, it’s reasonable to guess that

3x 4 5 L 5 L 
T
T

5
L
T

 T 5 3v 4 3t 4 5 3a 4 3t 42

Here it appears that x 5 at   2 might correctly relate the distance traveled to accel-
eration and time; however, that equation is not even correct in the case of con-
stant acceleration starting from rest. The correct expression in that case is x 5 1

2at 2. 

Table 1.5  Dimensions and Some Units of Area, Volume, Velocity, and Acceleration

System Area (L2) Volume (L3) Velocity (L/T) Acceleration (L/T2)

SI m2 m3 m/s m/s2

cgs cm2 cm3 cm/s cm/s2

U.S. customary ft2 ft3 ft/s ft/s2
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1.3 | Dimensional Analysis 5

These examples serve to show the inherent limitations in using dimensional analy-
sis to discover relationships between physical quantities. Nonetheless, such simple 
procedures can still be of value in developing a preliminary mathematical model 
for a given physical system. Further, because it’s easy to make errors when solving 
problems, dimensional analysis can be used to check the consistency of the results. 
When the dimensions in an equation are not consistent, it indicates an error has 
been made in a prior step.

EXAMPLE 1.1 AnALysIs oF An EquATIon

GOAL  Check an equation using dimensional analysis.

PROBLEM  Show that the expression v 5 v0 1 at is dimensionally correct, where v and v0 represent velocities, a is acceleration, 
and t is a time interval.

STRATEGY  Analyze each term, finding its dimensions, and then check to see if all the terms agree with each other.

SOLUTION

Find dimensions for v and v0. 3v 4 5 3v0 4 5
L
T

Find the dimensions of at. 3at 4 5 3a 4 3t 4 5
L
T2 1T 2 5

L
T

REMARKS  All the terms agree, so the equation is dimensionally correct.

QUESTION 1.1  True or False: An equation that is dimensionally correct is always physically correct, up to a constant of 
proportionality.

EXERCISE 1.1  Determine whether the equation x 5 v t  2 is dimensionally correct. If not, provide a correct expression, up to an 
overall constant of proportionality.

ANSWER  Incorrect. The expression x 5 v t is dimensionally correct.

EXAMPLE 1.2 FInd An EquATIon

GOAL  Derive an equation by using dimensional analysis.

PROBLEM  Find a relationship between an acceleration of constant magnitude a, speed v, and distance r from the origin for a 
particle traveling in a circle.

STRATEGY  Start with the term having the most dimensionality, a. Find its dimensions, and then rewrite those dimensions in 
terms of the dimensions of v and r. The dimensions of time will have to be eliminated with v, because that’s the only quantity 
(other than a, itself) in which the dimension of time appears.

SOLUTION

Write down the dimensions of a: 3a 4 5
L
T 2

Solve the dimensions of speed for T: 3v 4 5
L
T

S T 5
L
3v 4

Substitute the expression for T into the equation for [a]: 3a 4 5
L
T 2 5

L
1L/ 3v 4 22 5

3v 4 2
L

Substitute L 5 [r], and guess at the equation: 3a 4 5
3v 4 2
3r 4    S  a 5

v 2

r

REMARKS  This is the correct equation for the magnitude of the centripetal acceleration—acceleration towards the center of 
motion—to be discussed in Topic 7. In this case it isn’t necessary to introduce a numerical factor. Such a factor is often displayed 
explicitly as a constant k in front of the right-hand side; for example, a 5 kv   2/r. As it turns out, k 5 1 gives the correct expression. 
A good technique sometimes introduced in calculus-based textbooks involves using unknown powers of the dimensions. This 
problem would then be set up as [a] 5 [v  ]b[r  ]c. Writing out the dimensions and equating powers of each dimension on both 
sides of the equation would result in b 5 2 and c 5 21.

(Continued)
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6 TOPIC 1 | Units, Trigonometry, and Vectors 

QUESTION 1.2  True or False: Replacing v by r/t in the final answer also gives a dimensionally correct equation.

EXERCISE 1.2  In physics, energy E carries dimensions of mass times length squared divided by time squared. Use dimensional 
analysis to derive a relationship for energy in terms of mass m and speed v, up to a constant of proportionality. Set the speed equal 
to c, the speed of light, and the constant of proportionality equal to 1 to get the most famous equation in physics. (Note, however, 
that the first relationship is associated with energy of motion and the second with energy of mass. See Topic 26.)

ANSWER  E 5 kmv   2  S E 5 mc   2 when k 5 1 and v 5 c.

1.4  Uncertainty in Measurement  
and Significant Figures

Physics is a science in which mathematical laws are tested by experiment. No phys-
ical quantity can be determined with complete accuracy because our senses are 
physically limited, even when extended with microscopes, cyclotrons, and other 
instruments. Consequently, it’s important to develop methods of determining the 
accuracy of measurements.

All measurements have uncertainties associated with them, whether or not they 
are explicitly stated. The accuracy of a measurement depends on the sensitivity of 
the apparatus, the skill of the person carrying out the measurement, and the num-
ber of times the measurement is repeated. Once the measurements, along with 
their uncertainties, are known, it’s often the case that calculations must be carried 
out using those measurements. Suppose two such measurements are multiplied. 
When a calculator is used to obtain this product, there may be eight digits in the 
calculator window, but often only two or three of those numbers have any signifi-
cance. The rest have no value because they imply greater accuracy than was actually 
achieved in the original measurements. In experimental work, determining how 
many numbers to retain requires the application of statistics and the mathematical 
propagation of uncertainties. In a textbook it isn’t practical to apply those sophis-
ticated tools in the numerous calculations, so instead a simple method, called  
significant figures, is used to indicate the approximate number of digits that should 
be retained at the end of a calculation. Although that method is not mathemati-
cally rigorous, it’s easy to apply and works fairly well.

Suppose in a laboratory experiment we measure the area of a rectangular plate 
with a meter stick. Let’s assume the accuracy to which we can measure a particu-
lar dimension of the plate is 60.1 cm. If the length of the plate is measured to be  
16.3 cm, we can only claim it lies somewhere between 16.2 cm and 16.4 cm. In this 
case, we say the measured value has three significant figures. Likewise, if the plate’s 
width is measured to be 4.5 cm, the actual value lies between 4.4 cm and 4.6 cm. 
This measured value has only two significant figures. We could write the measured 
values as 16.3 6 0.1 cm and 4.5 6 0.1 cm. In general, a significant figure is a reliably 
known digit (other than a zero used to locate a decimal point). Note that in each 
case, the final number has some uncertainty associated with it and is therefore not 
100% reliable. Despite the uncertainty, that number is retained and considered 
significant because it does convey some information.

Suppose we would like to find the area of the plate by multiplying the two mea-
sured values together. The final value can range between (16.3 2 0.1 cm)(4.5 2 
0.1 cm) 5 (16.2 cm)(4.4 cm) 5 71.28 cm2 and (16.3 1 0.1 cm)(4.5 1 0.1 cm) 5 
(16.4 cm)(4.6 cm) 5 75.44 cm2. Claiming to know anything about the hundredths 
place, or even the tenths place, doesn’t make any sense, because it’s clear we can’t 
even be certain of the units place, whether it’s the 1 in 71, the 5 in 75, or some-
where in between. The tenths and the hundredths places are clearly not signifi-
cant. We have some information about the units place, so that number is significant. 
Multiplying the numbers at the middle of the uncertainty ranges gives (16.3 cm)
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1.4 | Uncertainty in Measurement and Significant Figures  7

(4.5 cm) 5 73.35 cm2, which is also in the middle of the area’s uncertainty range. 
Because the hundredths and tenths are not significant, we drop them and take the 
answer to be 73 cm2, with an uncertainty of 62 cm2. Note that the answer has two 
significant figures, the same number of figures as the least accurately known quan-
tity being multiplied, the 4.5  -  cm width.

Calculations as carried out in the preceding paragraph can indicate the proper 
number of significant figures, but those calculations are time-consuming. Instead, 
two rules of thumb can be applied. The first, concerning multiplication and divi-
sion, is as follows: In multiplying (dividing) two or more quantities, the number 
of significant figures in the final product (quotient) is the same as the number of 
significant figures in the least accurate of the factors being combined, where least 
accurate means having the lowest number of significant figures.

To get the final number of significant figures, it’s usually necessary to do some 
rounding. If the last digit dropped is less than 5, simply drop the digit. If the last 
digit dropped is greater than or equal to 5, raise the last retained digit by one.1

Zeros may or may not be significant figures. Zeros used to position the decimal 
point in such numbers as 0.03 and 0.007 5 are not considered significant figures. 
Hence, 0.03 has one significant figure, and 0.007 5 has two.

When zeros are placed after other digits in a whole number, there is a possibil-
ity of misinterpretation. For example, suppose the mass of an object is given as 
1 500 g. This value is ambiguous, because we don’t know whether the last two zeros 
are being used to locate the decimal point or whether they represent significant 
figures in the measurement.

Using scientific notation to indicate the number of significant figures removes 
this ambiguity. In this case, we express the mass as 1.5 3 10 3 g if there are two sig-
nificant figures in the measured value, 1.50 3 103 g if there are three significant 
figures, and 1.500 3 10 3 g if there are four. Likewise, 0.000 15 is expressed in scien-
tific notation as 1.5 3 1024 if it has two significant figures or as 1.50 3 1024 if it has 
three significant figures. The three zeros between the decimal point and the digit 
1 in the number 0.000 15 are not counted as significant figures because they only 
locate the decimal point. Similarly, trailing zeros are not considered significant. 
However, any zeros written after a decimal point, or between a nonzero number 
and before a decimal point, are considered significant. For example, 3.00, 30.0, and 
300. have three significant figures, whereas 300 has only one. In this book, most 
of the numerical examples and end-of-topic problems will yield answers having  
two or three significant figures.

For addition and subtraction, it’s best to focus on the number of decimal places 
in the quantities involved rather than on the number of significant figures. When 
numbers are added (subtracted), the number of decimal places in the result should 
equal the smallest number of decimal places of any term in the sum (difference). 
For example, if we wish to compute 123 (zero decimal places) 1 5.35 (two decimal 
places), the answer is 128 (zero decimal places) and not 128.35. If we compute the 
sum 1.000 1 (four decimal places) 1 0.000 3 (four decimal places) 5 1.000 4, the 
result has the correct number of decimal places, namely four. Observe that the rules  
for multiplying significant figures don’t work here because the answer has five 
significant figures even though one of the terms in the sum, 0.000 3, has only one 
significant figure. Likewise, if we perform the subtraction 1.002 2 0.998 5 0.004, 
the result has three decimal places because each term in the subtraction has three 
decimal places.

To show why this rule should hold, we return to the first example in which we 
added 123 and 5.35, and rewrite these numbers as 123.xxx and 5.35x. Digits writ-
ten with an x are completely unknown and can be any digit from 0 to 9. Now we 

Tip 1.2  Using Calculators

Calculators are designed by engi-
neers to yield as many digits as 
the memory of the calculator chip 
permits, so be sure to round the 
final answer to the correct num-
ber of significant figures.

1Some prefer to round to the nearest even digit when the last dropped digit is 5, which has the advantage of round-
ing 5 up half the time and down half the time. For example, 1.55 would round to 1.6, but 1.45 would round to 1.4. 
Because the final significant figure is only one representative of a range of values given by the uncertainty, this very 
slight refinement will not be used in this text.
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8 TOPIC 1 | Units, Trigonometry, and Vectors 

line up 123.xxx and 5.35x relative to the decimal point and perform the addition, 
using the rule that an unknown digit added to a known or unknown digit yields 
an unknown:

 123.xxx
	 1  5.35x

 128.xxx

The answer of 128.xxx means that we are justified only in keeping the number 128 
because everything after the decimal point in the sum is actually unknown. The 
example shows that the controlling uncertainty is introduced into an addition or 
subtraction by the term with the smallest number of decimal places.

EXAMPLE 1.3 CArPET CALCuLATIons

GOAL  Apply the rules for significant figures.

PROBLEM  Several carpet installers make measurements for 
carpet installation in the different rooms of a restaurant, report-
ing their measurements with inconsistent accuracy, as compiled 
in Table 1.6. Compute the areas for (a) the banquet hall, (b) the 
meeting room, and (c) the dining room, taking into account 
significant figures. (d) What total area of carpet is required for 
these rooms?

STRATEGY  For the multiplication problems in parts (a) – (c), count the significant figures in each number. The smaller result is 
the number of significant figures in the answer. Part (d) requires a sum, where the area with the least accurately known decimal 
place determines the overall number of significant figures in the answer.

SOLUTION

Table 1.6  Dimensions of Rooms in Example 1.3

 Length (m) Width (m)

Banquet hall 14.71 7.46
Meeting room 4.822 5.1
Dining room 13.8 9

(a) Compute the area of the banquet hall.

Count significant figures: 14.71 m S 4 significant figures

 7.46 m S 3 significant figures

To find the area, multiply the numbers keeping only  
three digits:

14.71 m 3 7.46 m 5 109.74 m2 S   1.10 3 102 m2

(b) Compute the area of the meeting room.

Count significant figures: 4.822 m S 4 significant figures

5.1 m S 2 significant figures

To find the area, multiply the numbers keeping only two 
digits:

4.822 m 3 5.1 m 5 24.59 m2 S   25 m2

(c) Compute the area of the dining room.

Count significant figures: 13.8 m S 3 significant figures

  9 m S 1 significant figure

To find the area, multiply the numbers keeping only one 
digit:

13.8 m 3 9 m 5 124.2 m2 S   100 m2

(d) Calculate the total area of carpet required, with the 
proper number of significant figures.

Sum all three answers without regard to significant  
figures:

1.10 3 102 m2 1 25 m2 1 100 m2 5 235 m2

The least accurate number is 100 m2, with one significant 
figure in the hundred’s decimal place:

235 m2 S   2 3 102 m2
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1.5 | Unit Conversions for Physical Quantities 9

REMARKS  Notice that the final answer in part (d) has only one significant figure, in the hundred’s place, resulting in an answer 
that had to be rounded down by a sizable fraction of its total value. That’s the consequence of having insufficient information. 
The value of 9 m, without any further information, represents a true value that could be anywhere in the interval [8.5 m, 9.5 m), 
all of which round to 9 when only one digit is retained.

QUESTION 1.3  How would the final answer change if the width of the dining room were given as 9.0 m?

EXERCISE 1.3  A ranch has two fenced rectangular areas. Area A has a length of 750 m and width 125 m, and area B has length 
400 m and width 150 m. Find (a) area A, (b) area B, and (c) the total area, with attention to the rules of significant figures. Assume 
trailing zeros are not significant.

ANSWERS  (a) 9.4 3 104 m2 (b) 6 3 104 m2 (c) 1.5 3 105 m2

In performing any calculation, especially one involving a number of steps, 
there will always be slight discrepancies introduced by both the rounding pro-
cess and the algebraic order in which steps are carried out. For example, con-
sider 2.35 3 5.89/1.57. This computation can be performed in three different 
orders. First, we have 2.35 3 5.89 5 13.842, which rounds to 13.8, followed 
by 13.8/1.57 5 8.789 8, rounding to 8.79. Second, 5.89/1.57 5 3.751 6, which 
rounds to 3.75, resulting in 2.35 3 3.75 5 8.812 5, rounding to 8.81. Finally, 
2.35/1.57 5 1.496 8 rounds to 1.50, and 1.50 3 5.89 5 8.835 rounds to 8.84. 
So three different algebraic orders, following the rules of rounding, lead to 
answers of 8.79, 8.81, and 8.84, respectively. Such minor discrepancies are to 
be expected, because the last significant digit is only one representative from 
a range of possible values, depending on experimental uncertainty. To avoid 
such discrepancies, some carry one or more extra digits during the calculation, 
although it isn’t conceptually consistent to do so because those extra digits are 
not significant. As a practical matter, in the worked examples in this text, inter-
mediate reported results will be rounded to the proper number of significant 
figures, and only those digits will be carried forward. In the problem sets, how-
ever, given data will usually be assumed accurate to two or three digits, even 
when there are trailing zeros. In solving the problems, the student should be 
aware that slight differences in rounding practices can result in answers vary-
ing from the text in the last significant digit, which is normal and not cause for 
concern. The method of significant figures has its limitations in determining 
accuracy, but it’s easy to apply. In experimental work, however, statistics and the 
mathematical propagation of uncertainty must be used to determine the accu-
racy of an experimental result.

1.5  Unit Conversions for Physical 
Quantities

Sometimes it’s necessary to convert units from one system to another (see Fig. 1.3). 
Conversion factors between the SI and U.S. customary systems for units of length 
are as follows:

 1 mi 5 1 609 m 5 1.609 km 1 ft 5 0.304 8 m 5 30.48 cm

 1 m 5 39.37 in. 5 3.281 ft 1 in. 5 0.025 4 m 5 2.54 cm

A more extensive list of conversion factors can be found on the front endsheets of 
this book. In all the given conversion equations, the “1” on the left is assumed to 
have the same number of significant figures as the quantity given on the right of 
the equation.

Units can be treated as algebraic quantities that can “cancel” each other. We can 
make a fraction with the conversion that will cancel the units we don’t want, and 

Figure 1.3 The speed limit is given 
in both kilometers per hour and 
miles per hour on this road sign. How 
accurate is the conversion?
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